Want to experience Advanced Placement Test-prep *Shmoop* style?!

The good news is, you’ve been granted exclusive access to a trial! Here’s how to explore Shmoop’s Advanced Placement and College-readiness materials:

**Shmoop’s Advanced Placement & SAT/PSAT Trial Account:**

- Visit [www.shmoop.com](http://www.shmoop.com)
- Click “Log In” on the upper right hand side
- Enter username “GraniteTeachers”
- Enter password “shmooprocks”
- Click on "Test Prep Passes" within your profile page or Test Prep to navigate to the Advanced Placement prep that you would like to review.
- To review our video tutorial on "How to Shmoop for AP" (Shmoop.com/video)

**What is Shmoop’s Advanced Placement & College Readiness Test Prep?**

- Shmoop provides Online Test Prep for all (yup all 31) AP exams, SAT, ACT, PSAT, and SAT-Subject Tests, and works with the College Board to adhere to any changes to the current exams. (U.S. History, Physics, Biology, and Spanish Language are all updated on new standards.)

- Shmoop Test Preps include online topic reviews and tutorials with embedded practice questions and video explanation.
- Hundreds of Untimed Practice drills that provide thorough explanations of the correct response and why.
- Multiple full-length practice exams that mirror the actual test – including essay questions along with sample responses that would earn high marks.
- Test-taking tips and strategies from experts who know what they’re talking about.
- Step-by-step guides to taking down essay questions.

Questions, concerns, comments, great thoughts?!

Contact Kelsey Olson at kelsey@shmoop.com or (908) 770-9570